


Hi Everyone,  
  

Welcome to fall! On the West Coast, the rainy season has

already started, and all our rain-proof clothing is out of storage.

Summer is way too short in Vancouver, if you ask my wife and

kids.  

 

Our proprietary trading performance came in at 2.47% for

August. The performance section of the newsletter will talk

about the role that ElixirTech 1.0 played in creating this

revenue. In the Global Market Observations section, I provide

real-life examples of ways in which our algorithm identified

various opportunities for Elixir in the marketplace. The feature

article in this issue talks about Elixir’s valuation and online

valuation calculator. Lastly, as the fourth article under the

“Why did we start Elixir” series, I discuss my concerns about

extreme leverage and the shortage of real asset in the current

global financial system.
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*This key performance metric is calculated based on realized
revenue divided by bonds outstanding at the beginning of the
month. The realized revenue is from interest earned on deposits
and from rebalancing our hedge.  

 

On the personal side, I had a fantastic August. We brought

home our Westie puppy “Shredder” and my birthday gift, a new

motorcycle. I also finished the 44km knee-knacker hiking

challenge along the North Shore Mountains (over 1800 meters

in elevation) in under 10 hours. 
  

Have a great September. I look forward to catching up

sometime! 

 

 

Best regards, 

Bill
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TRADING Revenue
Performance

 

Elixir August 2018
 

In August, we produced 2.47% revenue on bond outstanding

from proprietary trading activities. This performance was

above our monthly target of 2%. I would like to talk about the

significance of this return.  

 

In July 2018, we officially added ElixirTech 1.0 to our trading

activities. Currently, the software is trading about 20% of our

balance sheet. It will take another six months before we fully

implement ElixirTech 1.0 with all the legacy accounts.  

 

Two weeks into July, our cost of hedging had significantly

increased. We expect this to continue through the end of

September 2018. If we hadn’t started applying ElixirTech 1.0,

this would have created a great headwind against our trading

performance. We estimate that our August return would

have  been closer to 1.7%. We were pleased with the

performance of ElixirTech 1.0 considering that the software is

trading only 20% of our balance sheet.
 

Here is another highlight I would like to share with you. Elixir

currently has 11 segregated sub-accounts that are being traded

using different strategies. We have one small sub-account

which I started in July and ElixirTech 1.0 has been implemented

since its inception. 
  

Among all the accounts, this one has to be the best performer

from a “balanced return/risk” standpoint. It produced 19.36%

in July and 23.86% in August. While a “more aggressive than

usual” trading strategy contributed to the high return,

ElixirTech 1.0 was also a key contributor. More importantly,

ElixirTech 1.0 made high-frequency micro trading possible,

which significantly reduced trading risks for the account. 
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To date, we have published 13 issues of our monthly

update, Elixir News. Looking back, we are pleased to see

that many of our early predictions, which our algorithm

identified, have manifested. In this section, I talk about

the predicted performance of AUD, EUR, CAD and NZD

over the last 12 months. In addition, I would like to share

our algorithm’s new pick for owning: the NZD and sliver.

As a third topic, I will comment on the emerging market’s

increased volatility in August and how this affects Elixir’s

portfolio. Lastly, I will share insight into our significant

returns from trading sugar in the last 30 days.  

 

1. Our algorithm was right a year ago: Sell AUD, CAD,

EUR and NZD. 

 

In the August 2017 issue of Elixir News, we commented

that “The trend of selling USD will not go on forever as all

great parties must come to an end eventually. According

to the historical data from the Commitment of Traders

Report, [our algorithm indicated that] the European,

Canadian, Australian and New Zealand currencies are

extremely overvalued at the end of August.” 

 

Today, a year later, just as our algorithm predicted, AUD,

CAD, EUR and NZD have all dropped in value while the

price of USD has increased. The following table shows

how much each of these currencies fell compared to USD

from September 1st, 2017 to August 31st, 2018. 

 

AUD/USD: 13%↓; 
 NZD/USD: 8%↓; 

 CAD/USD: 5%↓; 
 EUR/USD: 4%↓ 

 

While our algorithm helped us shift our balance sheet in

the right direction over the last 12 months, we also picked

up profits along the way from the daily volatilities of these

currencies. For example, though AUD fell in value by 13%

over the course of 12 months, the currency actually

increased in value 47% of the time. Elixir was designed

and able to “harvest” these short-term volatilities and

produce realized revenue.  

 

2. Our algorithm’s new pick: Buy the New Zealand Dollar

(NZD) and silver. 

 

Recently, our algorithm identified the New Zealand Dollar

(NZD) and silver as great opportunities for value

investors. Data from the first week of September in the

Commitment of Traders (COT) report confirmed the

algorithm’s result.  

 

According to the COT report, while commercial buyers

(red line) for silver have been “inactive” (below “0”) for the

last decade, they have quickly ramped up their purchase

of the commodity since September. 
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Global Market
Observations
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On the NZD side, although commercial buyers (red line)

have been engaged during the last 10 years, they are

certainly showing a very aggressive buying trend in

September. The buying pressure from commercial buyers

will eventually push up the value of silver and NZD. The

alignment between our algorithm and the COT report

gives us the confidence to start buying these two assets. 
 

Mexican Peso: 
  

We don’t currently own any Mexican Peso. Our algorithm

indicated that the currency will further decrease in value

and that we should wait for another 2% drop before we

start buying. 

 

South African Rand: 
  

We don’t own any South African Rand either. Our

algorithm indicated that the currency will also further

decrease in value and that we should wait for another 3%

drop before we start buying. 

 

Turkish Lira: 
  

We decided to stop buying Turkish Lira in May of this year.

In our June and July 2018 issues of Elixir News, we

discussed our concerns about this currency. In summary,

we have simply lost confidence in Turkey’s national

leadership. While we still have a small ownership from

earlier in the year, the holding is paying us around 14%

annual interest. For now, we will continue holding our

position and collecting interest. We are also working on

partially hedging out the exposure. 
  

As you can see, our algorithm has long forecasted the “dark

cloud” over the emerging market – a “dark cloud” about

which the media is now speaking. Therefore, we have been

very cautious about buying these assets. We do believe

that high volatility in emerging markets could be the

proverbial “canary in the coal mine” – it is often a sign of a

significant volatility event occurring across all markets

soon.
 

To our new readers, the COT report is a publication

produced by the US government. It provides “inside

information” about commercial and speculative investors’

trading activities. At Elixir, we want our actions to align

with those of commercial buyers. For more information

about how we at Elixir use the COT report, please refer to

the Global Market Observations section in the May 2018

issue of Elixir News.
  

3. Our portfolio is prepared for emerging market

volatility. 

 

The media has used words such as “crisis”, “meltdown” and

“carnage” to describe the emerging market volatility in the

last 30 days. As you may be aware, our portfolio has limited

exposure to emerging market currencies, such as the

Mexican Peso, Turkish Lira and South African Rand. I would

like to summarize our current position on these

currencies. 
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4. We’ve been in and out of Sugar twice in the summer  
 

At some point in the future, the price of sugar will decrease

again. When it does, we will repeat our buying and selling

cycle. 
  

In addition to commodities, we do the same with currency.

For those who are interested, we wrote an article about

our Mexican Peso execution in the April 2017 issue of

Elixir News. 
 

The chart above shows the price of sugar over the last 12

months.  

 

We slowly bought sugar near the end of July 2018, then

completely sold out our position at the beginning of

August, when sugar first bounced up. This was our first

buying/selling cycle with sugar. 

 

We then started slowly buying again every time sugar

dropped 1/100th of a cent until it bounced. By the time

sugar reached its 10-year historical low price of 9.78 cents

per pound, we owned 1,000,000 pounds ($100,000 worth)

of sugar. Subsequently, we started selling our position little

by little as the price of sugar increased. At the beginning of

September, we had completely sold out for a profit of

about 2.5%.  
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As many of you know, I am a professionally trained financial analyst and I spent the past 10 years focusing on private equity

analysis and valuation. To determine a company’s value, I usually take the following steps.  

 

1. Determine the most material variables that could affect the company’s value. List as many minor variables as possible, too.  

2. Build a base financial model with reasonable estimates of the variables.  

3. Stress test the model by changing the material variable estimates to suggest best- and worst-case scenarios.  

 

Our comprehensive base model is web-based and interactive. Users can change various material variables and see the effect on

Elixir’s profitability and share valuation.  

 

Access the model at this link: www.elixirofincome.com/calculator 
 

Feature Article
 Elixir’s Valuation

 



Following is a list of key material variables in our model and the rationale behind the median estimates we assigned to each.

After this list, I provide a table to show these variables’ best- and worst-case scenarios. If you are interested, you can change the

numbers in the calculator to see a different outcome for the current and future values of Elixir shares.  

 

Bond Outstanding   -   The more capital (bond outstanding) we have to trade, the higher our proprietary trading revenue

performance will be. Our baseline number is $30M. We estimate that $30M could produce about $5M EBITDA, which is a

strong basis for listing as a public company.  

 

AUM of Software License   -   This is the amount of capital with which third parties are using our software to trade, in which we

would earn a percentage of their profits. We decided that $60M is modest and achievable, as it is less than half of what an

average bank-based investment advisor in Canada manages.  

 

Annualized Realized Trading Performance   -    Revenue from proprietary trading is one of the most important measures of our

business success. Based on the past 12-month performance at 30.76%, we estimate our baseline for this is 30% per year. 

 

Multiple of EBITDA   -   Currently, Financial Technology companies trade at about 29X EBITDA, while non-FinTech companies

trade at around 15X EBITDA. Depending on the market conditions at the time we go public, our investors’ exit value could vary.

We estimate 20X EBITDA as a conservative baseline for a fast-growing FinTech company.  

 

Years to Accomplish Our Goals    -    Elixir shareholders’ internal rate of return depends largely on the amount of time that the

board and management have to accomplish our business goals and objectives. Our goal is to make Elixir publicly tradeable in

four years. So far, we are on track in terms of this timeline. 

 

According to our base model, the current value of an Elixir share should be $301.06. Now let’s look at the worst- and best-case

scenarios and how they would affect our share price.   
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Based on the above estimates, pricing Elixir shares at $40 each is currently a very reasonable and conservative offer. The board

plans to reassess our share offer at the beginning of November.  

 

Having said all of the above, I would like to make a final comment. I agree with the “Father of Statistics,” George Box: “All models

are wrong, but some are useful.” Like all financial models, ours is merely a best-effort prediction of Elixir’s current and future

values. Because many variables could affect our progress and outcome, the reality will most definitely be different from the

model. What’s most important to us and our potential investors is that our model carefully considers all material variables and

the ways in which they affect our financial performance. To that end, our model can serve as a “useful” tool to provide ideas

about Elixir’s current and future value. 
 



In March, I began writing a series of articles explaining the

reasons why we founded Elixir. As a brief recap, I believe

the easy period of making money in stocks, bonds and real

estate has ended. Over the next 50 years, people will have

trouble preserving capital and earning an income off

these investments. Yet, despite this fact, market volatility

still creates income opportunities. We created Elixir to

capture those opportunities.  

 

In the March issue of the newsletter, I shared my research

into, and concerns about, the long-term value of the

North American real estate market. The May issue

includes an article about the stock market and the July

issue talked about what will happen when interest rates

increase.  

 

In this August issue, I would like to focus on two very

significant concerns: Our global financial system is

extremely leveraged, and we have a serious shortage of

real assets. While the public generally understands the

real estate market and the interest rate, most people

aren’t familiar with, and don’t pay attention to, the

financial market on a macro level. Unfortunately, the

wellbeing of the global financial market always has a

direct or indirect impact on our individual financial

health. 
 

A while back I came across an article, “Here’s all the

money in the world, in one chart”, in The Wall Street

Journal. The article reminded me of how problematic

extreme leverage and a lack of real assets have become.

While I prepared my writing on this topic, I realized that

much of the data that the article quoted wasn’t accurate.

Therefore, I did my own research. The following chart

shows what I found. For ease of visual comparison, you

can skip the chart and go to the next graph.
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WHY DID We
Start elixir?

 Concerns About Extreme Leverage and a Shortage of
Real Assets in the Global Financial System
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For most of us who are seeing this graph for the first time,

the immediate comment would be, “I thought Global Debt,

Real Estate and the Stock Market would be in the front-

runner positions. What is this ‘Global Over-the-Counter

Derivatives Outstanding at 539 Trillion USD’? And it’s

twice the size of Global Debt!” 

 

Indeed, what is ‘Over-the-Counter Derivatives

Outstanding’? 

 

According to an online dictionary, derivatives are

arrangements or instruments (such as commodity and

financial futures, options, over-the-counter forward

contracts, or warrants) whose value derives from, and

depends on, the value of underlying assets.  

 

Most people are familiar with exchange-regulated

derivatives. For example, farmers or hedge funds can buy

future contracts to hedge out wheat in the open market.

However, most derivative contracts are private bets (over

the counter) on the direction of interest rates or equity

investments. Unlike exchange-regulated derivatives,

leverage is used freely with no restrictions for over-the-

counter derivative contracts.  

 

In Berkshire Hathaway's 2002 annual letter, Warren

Buffett wrote, “In our view, however, derivatives are

financial weapons of mass destruction, carrying dangers

that, while now latent, are potentially lethal…” Buffett’s

view that derivatives are “weapons of mass destruction” is

not an exaggeration. Here’s why.  

 

Let’s say a bank has the thesis that the US stock market is

going down and a hedge fund wants to bet that it will go up.

The two groups agree to exchange profits or loss based on

$100M in two years. When the contract expires, the stock

market goes up by 10%; the bank would pay the hedge

fund 10% or $10M of the gain on $100M. Banks generally

use very high leverage. Over the course of the contract, 
 

the bank’s financial position has changed, and it cannot

afford the $10M payment it owes to the hedge fund. The

bank must sell off assets, which would further worsen its

balance sheet. Meanwhile, the hedge fund is counting on

the $10M revenue but now has a loss on its books. This

creates a bunch of other problems for the hedge fund.  
  

The really scary scenario is that the bank files for

bankruptcy. Not only would this create financial losses for

the hedge fund, but it would void all its other contracts,

creating a devastating chain effect in the financial market.

The best real-life example of this is Lehman Brothers’

bankruptcy in 2008. Lehman Brothers had lost so much

capital from its exposure to sub-prime mortgage

investments that it could not fulfill its over-the-counter

derivative agreements. The day Lehman shut down marked

the start of the 2008 global financial meltdown.  

 

Now that we are clear on the definition of over-the-

counter derivatives, let’s talk about my observations

regarding the current global capital allocation as

demonstrated in the graph.  
  

First, it is alarming to see that the combined total value of

gold and silver is only $8.1 trillion compared to the $247

trillion global debt and the $90.4 trillion in global money

supply. This shows how much leverage has entered the

system since the gold standard was abandoned in 1971. It

is unnerving to consider the fact that, essentially, nothing is

backing most of our world’s financial assets (outside of real

assets). Moreover, asset values have increased to

extremely high levels. 
  

Currently, the world has about 75% more assets than debt.

However, as we discussed in previous newsletters, the

stock and real estate markets are heading towards a long

period of devaluation. When that happens, we could have

more debt than assets globally.
 



Second, the inherent leverage from the derivatives is alarming. If the derivative contracts move sharply or in an unexpected

direction, they could cause great financial turmoil. Privately-arranged forward contracts are not exchange-traded future

contracts. Their transactions details are not disclosed to the public. Therefore, it is impossible to assess how risky the

derivatives assets are and who is involved. We know that high-leveraged, over-the-counter derivative contracts caused huge

volatility in 2008. Today, they are certainly a leading risk factor in our financial system.  

 

The extremely high level of leverage is concerning. It will undoubtedly trigger extreme volatility in the future. Elixir was created

to profit off volatility, so this is good news to us. When thinking about our children’s financial future, I felt it was important to

start Elixir, so that when all assets fall in value, our children can still make money and support themselves financially.  
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The Mexican peso is a very important asset in Elixir’s
investment portfolio. Its volatility has created some
impressive return for us over the last seven months.
Most people have been to parts of Mexico that is
tourism focused. Rarely would people visit the
country’s economic power cities, such as Mexico City
and Puebla. When you spend some time in these cities,
you will realize how real and vibrant the Mexican
economy really is! After scouting the two cities with
my wife personally last year, we have decided to
organize our very first Elixir Economic Traveller tour to
Mexico City and Puebla, Mexico. 
 
These two cities also happen to offer unique cultural
and sightseen experiences. There is so much to see
and experience in Puebla, and we are only including
some general highlights here. The city is the fourth
largest in Mexico and located about a two-hour drive
southeast of Mexico City. The city’s golden age was
during the Spanish colonial era in the 14th century. A
walk around downtown is like travelling back in time
to 14th-century Spain! With 366 magnificent churches
and many other historical sites, the downtown area has
been named as a World Heritage Site. The city is also
surrounded by brilliant natural scenery. The
Popocatépetl Volcano and Tuliman Cascades are only a
couple of hours’ drive away.

  

We are still fine tuning the details but would like to share a general
itinerary and costs. The plan is to arrive on October 31 and leave on
November 3 from Mexico City. There are many airlines that fly direct
from Vancouver, Calgary, and Toronto to Mexico City. Typically, fares
start at $500 in economy seating. We will be staying in luxury hotels.
The cost for hotel accommodations will be about $200 CAD per
night, including breakfast and an evening cocktail party. With some
ground transportation and an English-speaking guide, the total cost
would be approximately $1,500 per person.  
 
If you are interested in joining us, please email me for details. 

 

The
 

Elixir
 Economic

 
TRAVELER

 
Mexico
City &
Puebla

 Oct 31 - Nov 3, 2018
 

The best time to visit these two cities is during
Halloween and the Day of the Dead celebrations. If

you are reading this, you are invited to join us!
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